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1. A: I'm really considering volunteering to interpret for the Olympics.

     B: I heard it’s not a simple thing. You have to take classes.

2. A: I’m really pressed for time today. I’ll just grab a bite to eat at the

         convenience store.

    B: What do you have in mind?

3. A: The ingredients in traditional Japanese food are generally pretty healthy.

     B: I love sushi! But soy sauce is way too salty.

4. A: What would you say to sailing to the south seas?

     B: Wonderful! I’d truly enjoy crossing the equator to the southern

          hemisphere.

5. A: I take my kids to see all of the latest animated features at the movie

          theater.

     B: Animation films leave me cold. No thanks!

6. A: I tend to avoid going out in the summer. And I don’t like crowded places.

     B: I’m with you. I hate standing in line at an amusement park in the heat.
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7. A: I favor soft, pastel colors when I’m choosing my clothes.

     B: Me too, I steer clear of loud colors.

8. A: Once I was stranded overnight in an airport. Weather interrupted the

         flights.

     B: That sounds like it was an unpleasant experience.

9. A: How about cooking me a special meal for my birthday. I don’t need

         a gift.

     B: What a relief! I couldn’t find a good present.

10. A: Your smartphone screen is smashed! It looks like a spiderweb.

       B: That’s true, but I can still use it.

11. A: I’m a bicycle commuter, so I invest heavily in my ride.

       B: I see you have an electric bike. Pretty cool!

12. A: Have you every applied for an international driver’s license?

       B: Indeed I have. You have to have your passport with you when do.


